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CITY OF STOLEN MAGIC
Nazneen Ahmed Pathak
An action-packed, inclusive  
and breathtakingly magical  
middle-grade adventure,  
for fans of The Unadoptables,  
The Hatmakers and  
The Girl Who Stole An Elephant.

 
Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: May 2023
Extent: 400pp
Word Count: 70,000, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Natalie Doherty 
Film Rights:  Luigi Bonomi Associates
World Rights: PRHC

* A fast-paced, epic magical adventure from an extraordinary new voice in  
 children’s literature. 
* Nazneen is a British-Bangladeshi writer with a PhD in Bangladeshi literature from  
 the University of Oxford. For several years she researched the history of migration,  
 and her debut was inspired by real events, along with the myths and magic she 
 was immersed in growing up.
* Opens up timely conversations about racism, colonialism, Empire and the   
 life-changing impact of literacy.

DESCRIPTION
India, 1855. There are two kinds of magic in 
Chompa’s world. Her mother favours writing-
magic, which anyone can do if they take the time. 
Write a spell in Farsi, and wait. It’s calm, controlled, 
safe, says Ammi – but Chompa finds it slow and 
frustrating.

Then there’s finger-magic, which only those 
descended from ancient djinn are born with. 
Immediate, powerful – and, Ammi insists, 
dangerous. Hot-headed Chompa has never 
understood why her mother forbids her from 
using hers.

When Chompa defies Ammi and casts a finger- 
spell, a group of pale men attack their isolated 
jungle home and snatch Ammi. A desperate Chompa  
must now travel to another world: England, where 
magical people like her and Ammi are being 
transported for the most sinister purpose . . .

Nazneen Ahmed Pathak 
is a British-Bangladeshi 
writer, historian, poet and 
artist. She studied English 

literature at the University of Warwick 
and holds a PhD in Bangladeshi 
literature from the University of 
Oxford. Her research into migration 
inspires much of her work. She was 
selected for Penguin Random House’s 
WriteNow mentorship scheme which 
supports underrepresented writers.
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SAVING NEVERLAND
Abi Elphinstone
A magical, modern and adventurous 
reimagining of the much-loved classic, 
from one of today’s most exciting 
children’s writers.

 
Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: January 2023
Extent: 352pp 
Word Count: 50,000, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editors: Natalie Doherty  
and Anthea Townsend 
Film Rights:  DHH Literary Agency
World Rights: PRHC

* Abi Elphinstone is one of the UK’s bestselling children’s writers, with TCM sales 
 of over 250,000 copies. She was one of 2019's World Book Day authors and her   
 books have been nominated for various awards and translated into 11 languages. 
* Peter Pan continues to be one of the world’s best-loved and bestselling classics 
 and Abi’s fresh, modern and feminist re-imagining will breathe new life into the  
 story of the boy who never grew up.
* A portion of the royalties from this new book will be donated to Great Ormond   
 Street Hospital, as they continue to be for the original book.

Abi Elphinstone grew up in 
Scotland where she spent 
most of her childhood 
running wild across the 

moors, hiding in treehouses and building 
dens. After studying English at Bristol 
University she then worked as an English 
teacher in Africa, Berkshire and London. 
She is the bestselling author of The 
Unmapped Chronicles, Sky Song and The 
Dreamsnatcher trilogy, published by 
Simon & Schuster. When she’s not writing, 
Abi travels the world looking for her next 
story.

DESCRIPTION
Second star to the right, and straight on till 
morning . . . 

Martha is ten, and desperate to grow up. Being a 
grown-up means turning your back on imagination, 
fun and magic – the things that almost led to a 
Terrible Day for Martha’s little brother, Scruff, when 
she was supposed to be looking after him. Martha is 
never going to let that happenagain.

But when Peter Pan flies through Martha and Scruff’s 
bedroom window one night, it's the start of an 
incredible adventure to a magical world. Neverland is 
in the icy grip of a terrible curse – cast by Captain 
Hook. And only Martha and Scruff can save it . . .

A reluctant Martha and excited Scruff are swept to 
Neverland, and into the company of the Lost Kids. And 
when Scruff is kidnapped, Martha must rediscover all 
the imagination, fun and magic she has buried deep 
inside herself, to rescue him – and Neverland itself.
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SUPER GHOST
Greg James and Chris Smith
From the bestselling, award-winning 
authors of Kid Normal and  
The Great Dream Robbery  
comes a fresh and hilarious  
take on the classic  
superhero story. 

Age: 8–12 l Publication Date: September 2022 
Extent: 320pp  l Word Count: 50,000
Acquiring Editor: Carmen McCullough 
Film Rights: Curtis Brown l World Rights: PRHC

* Since 2017,  the Kid Normal series by Greg James and Chris Smith has been   
 translated into 22 languages and sold over 350,000 copies through UK TCM alone. 
* Pixar’s The Incredibles meets My Brother is a Superhero – this accessible, fun 
 and fresh twist on the superhero genre is packed with humour, vibrant characters  
 and an action-packed adventure that readers aged 8–12 readers will love.
* Alongside the laugh-out-loud moments is a powerful and heartwarming message  
 about friendship, family and what it takes to be a real hero.

DESCRIPTION
‘Onward to the unknown!’

It’s just another day at the office 
for world-famous superhero 
Doctor Extraordinary as he 
battles his arch-nemesis Captain 
Chaos in yet another epic 
showdown. Unfortunately this 
one doesn’t quite go to plan and 
they both get blown up inside a 
giant robot.

Twelve-year-old Sonny Nelson is 
devastated. A world without 
heroes is totally rubbish! But 
things take an even more 
extraordinary turn when Doctor 
Extraordinary returns as a ghost 
and only Sonny can see him . . .

OTHER BOOKS
BY THE 
AUTHORS:

Greg James is an award-winning author 
and broadcaster, best known for hosting 
the Radio 1 Breakfast Show, the 
Tailenders cricket podcast and for 

creating the Kid Normal series with his pal Chris Smith. 
He lives with his wife Bella and their dog Barney (who’s 
staring at him as he writes this) in north London.

Chris Smith is an award-winning 
journalist and broadcaster, known to 
listeners of BBC Radio 1 as Chris Smith 
With The News for what are hopefully 

obvious reasons. Chris lives in north London with his 
wife, their son and a cat called Mabel who can travel 
through time. 
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MOONLIGHTERS
Lee Newbery
Peter Pan meets Oliver Twist in 
the magical new book by rising 
star Lee Newbery, author of 
The Last Firefox.

Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: April 2023
Extent: 320pp, black-and-white illustrations 
Word Count: 45,000  
Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen 
Film Rights:  Skylark Literary
World Rights: PRHC

* An accessible, quality-commercial middle-grade adventure about the power of   
 found family. 
* Mystery and magic combine, alongside top-notch inclusive representation.
* An evocative illustrated package that brings the world of the Moonlighters to life.

DESCRIPTION
When ten-year-old Theo runs off from a school trip 
to London’s Natural History Museum and decides 
to pay his gran a surprise visit, he discovers the 
surprise is on him – his gran is on holiday and Theo 
finds himself alone in the big city with nowhere to 
turn.

Enter Alistair Goodfellow, a mysterious, flamboyant 
young person with a charismatic twinkle in their 
eye. Alistair offers Theo a room at the Casablanca 
Lily – by day, a run-down and unloved hotel; by 
night, a palace of magical wonders. 

Each night, Alistair sends his found family of 
runaways and ne’er-do-wells, the Moonlighters, 
out into London in search of lost magical artefacts, 
gifting them their own magical powers as a 
reward. 

Theo is quickly enthralled, but there is more to 
Alistair than meets the eye, and soon Theo comes 
to realize that the items Alistair is hunting could be 
more dangerous than he’d ever imagined . . 
 

Lee Newbery lives with 
his husband, son and 
two dogs in a seaside 
town in West Wales. By 

day, he helps vulnerable people look 
for jobs and gain new skills, and by 
night, he sits down at his laptop to 
write.

Lee enjoys adventuring, drinking 
ridiculous amounts of tea and giving 
his dogs a good cuddle – or a cwtch, 
as they say in Wales.

OTHER BOOKS
BY THE AUTHOR:
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THE STICKLEBACK 
CATCHERS
Lisette Auton
An epic and heartfelt adventure  
about a girl caught up in a race 
against time to save her family, 
perfect for fans of  
The Storm Keeper’s Island and  
Tom’s Midnight Garden.

Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: February 2023 
Extent: 304pp, black-and-white illustrations
Word Count: 60,000
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones  
Film Rights: The Bent Agency
World Rights: PRHC

* Lisette Auton is a disabled writer and activist who centres disabled characters in  
 her novels with sensitivity and warmth. She creates diverse casts of disabled   
 characters who are celebrated exactly the way they are, drawing on her own   
 experiences as well as consulting a range of people to make her book accessible,  
 fair and representative. 
* The Stickleback Catchers explores the topic of dementia and family illness in a   
 super child-friendly way, and is ultimately a moving and hopeful story about   
 friendship and acceptance, with universal themes and unforgettable characters.
* Lisette’s writing is as beautifully atmospheric as Katherine Rundell and Kiran   
 Millwood Hargrave, with magic, adventure and family at its heart. 

DESCRIPTION
When eleven-year-old Mimi overhears 
devastating news about her beloved gran, she 
feels like her world is turning upside down. Her 
only solace is the stickleback-catching club she 
has set up with unexpected new friends Titch 
and Nusrat.
 
But there are cracks appearing in Mimi’s life – 
and through them, something is watching her. It 
will take a talking raven, a river that’s not what 
it seems, and a time-hopping adventure 
through a lifetime of memories to defeat the 
ominous Void Collectors, who have their dark 
sights set on her family . . .

Lisette Auton is a disabled 
writer, activist, poet, 
novelist, spoken-word artist, 
actor, film & theatre-maker 

and creative practitioner. She’s an 
award-winning poet who has performed 
at Northern Stage, ARC, The Southbank 
Centre and the Sage, in pubs, in a crypt, 
at festivals, indoors, outdoors, on a 
bridge and in a launderette.
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FIN AND THE 
MEMORY CURSE
Helenka Stachera
Coraline meets Oliver Twist in this 
gripping historical adventure, 
inspired by Polish mythology and 
dripping with sinister magic.

Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: July 2022
Extent: 416pp, black-and-white illustrations 
Word Count: 57,000  l Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones 
Film Rights:  Antony Harwood Ltd. l World Rights: PRHC

* Helenka Stachera’s debut The Ice Whisperers was described as an ‘epic icy   
 adventure’ and ‘an ice prism of beauty’. She returns with an unforgettable   
 standalone adventure perfect for fans of A Pinch of Magic, Cogheart and 
 The Castle of Tangled Magic. 
* Helenka’s rich and atmospheric writing brings to life her gothic take on 19th   
 century London, inspired by Eastern European vampire mythology she grew up on.
* At its heart this is the story of family, and how it comes in all shapes and sizes.   
 Helenka speaks wonderfully about her own time growing up as an adopted child,  
 and the questions she’s always had around bloodlines and belonging.

DESCRIPTION
Fin is a foundling growing up in the 
Hackney marshes in Victorian London, 
living in a tiny attic and selling leeches 
for a living. When she accidentally 
discovers she is the long-lost child of a 
rich Polish family called the Kaminskis, 
she is swept up into a supernatural 
adventure where she has to use 
everything she has learned on the 
streets of London and deep in the 
marshes to stay alive. 

For the Kaminskis are haunted by an 
ancient evil – and Fin is the key to 
stopping it forever . . .
 

Helenka grew up in a yellow-
brick house in the woods with 
her British mother and Polish 
father, which stoked her 

lifelong obsession with fairytales and 
legends. A Bath Spa graduate who now lives 
in Bristol with her husband, Helenka wrote 
her magical debut novel to explore themes 
of family and belonging that, as an adopted 
daughter, are very close to her heart.

OTHER BOOKS
BY THE AUTHOR:
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SECRET BEAST CLUB
Robin Birch
The first book in a brilliant new 
series brimming with adventure, 
friendship and an amazing array 
of magical creatures! 

Age: 7–9 l Publication Date: Book 1 – February 2023; 
Book 2 – August 2023
Extent: 144pp 
Word Count: 10,000
Acquiring Editor: Jane Griffiths 
Film Rights:  Storymix Ltd. l World Rights: PRHC

* Magic on your doorstep! – This series is focused on magic in the urban wilderness,  
 showing readers that magic can be found anywhere.. 
* Accessible fantasy adventure – The setting, highly illustrative style, obvious   
 collectability and representative cast ensures accessibility for reluctant readers 
 and ticks every box for fans of fantastical adventure.
* Proven track record – The series has been devised by Storymix, an inclusive   
 creative hothouse with a proven track record for creating successes in this young  
 fiction space.

DESCRIPTION
Join the club, find the magic! 

Aisha and Jayden are definitely not fans of 
Outside.

Aisha would rather be home playing on her 
tablet or messaging her friends.

Jayden thinks the worlds inside his books 
are much more exciting than the real one 
beyond his window.

But when they are asked to join the Secret 
Beast Club, a centuries-old secret group 
that protects mythological creatures, Aisha 
and Jayden discover that real magic could 
be closer than they think . . .

You just have to know where to look . . . 

Robin Birch is the pen name for writer 
Rachael Davis and series creator Jasmine 
Richards, Founder of Storymix. They are 
passionate about creating stories that reveal 
the magic of the everyday..
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WITH FIRE IN THEIR BLOOD
Kat Delacorte
A seductive, simmering supernatural YA 
romance debut set in mainland Italy.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: August 2022 
Extent: 368pp l Word Count: 80,000
Acquiring Editor: Millie Lean 
Film Rights: Curtis Brown l World Rights: PRHC

* The first instalment in a new YA fantasy duology. A quality-commercial   
 supernatural dark romance featuring queer representation and a love square with  
 three romantic options for the protagonist.
* Immersive urban fantastical Italian setting. The story is set in the imaginary leafy  
 hill town of Castello, Italy, divided by two warring Italian families. Perfect for lovers  
 of the urban fantasy of Renée Ahdieh’s The Beautiful, the forbidden romance of  
 Tracy Wolff’s Crave and those still mourning the end of The Twilight Saga and   
 supernatural world-building of Stephanie Meyer.
* Featuring beloved fantasy tropes: enemies to lovers, a love square, villain to hero –  
 the perfect offering to satisfy the huge craze for fantasy on BookTok, comfortably  
 sitting beside breakout fantasy titles.
* Quality YA storytelling at its best by an exciting new voice in YA fantasy. Kat was  
 inspired to write this story by her Master’s degree in European History at   
 Cambridge University, and her teenage years spent living in Italy.

DESCRIPTION
From the moment sixteen-year-old Lilly Deluca 
arrives in the ancient Italian town of Castello, she 
knows it is deadly. The town is divided by an invisible 
line, keeping the warring families of Marconi and 
Paradiso from destroying each other.

Lilly quickly falls in with the seductive, rebellious Liza, 
brooding Nico and sensitive Christian – who are all 
keeping their own secrets – and sparks begin to fly.

Then Lilly accidentally breaks Castello’s most 
important rule: when the General’s men come to 
test your blood, you’d better not be anything more 
than human . . .

Kat Delacorte  was eleven 
years old when her family 
moved from the United 
States to a small town in 

central Italy. She soon began writing 
stories about her new friends 
developing superpowers, and she hasn’t 
looked back since. She graduated with a 
BA in History from Columbia University, 
and lives in Venice, Italy.
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BRAND NEW FOR THIS FAIR
A DARK INHERITANCE
H.F. Askwith
The Great Gatsby meets The 
Inheritance Games in this #Dark-
Academia thriller, perfect for fans 
of Leigh Bardugo’s Ninth House.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: January 2023
Extent: 368pp l Word Count: 80,000 
Acquiring Editor: Naomi Colthurst 
Film Rights:  Watson Little Ltd. 
World Rights: PRHC

* Fans of dark magic mixed with family secrets will find plenty to love within the   
 pages of this sweeping gothic thriller, with a pace that never lets up, and more   
 shocking twists and turns than a Stephen King novel. 
* We acquired world rights with this bold and unique debut, and are looking forward 
 to launching H.F. Askwith’s global career.
* H.F. Askwith is hugely inspiring, and her own experience of mental health issues  
 was an inspiration for Felix’s. She is also passionate about encouraging teenagers  
 from all backgrounds to enter the creative arts, and aim for higher education.

DESCRIPTION
Once I had four brothers. Three of them are dead. 
I am next.

Felix Ashe is sure of only one thing. In thirty days, he will 
die. He is convinced the deaths of his older three 
brothers point to a curse, one doomed to strike on their 
18th birthdays, stopping them inheriting his family’s 
incredible fortune.

Felix doesn’t care about money, or himself, particularly. 
But he does care about his little brother Nick. And when 
an opportunity to break the curse appears to present 
itself, it’s impossible not to heed its dark call.

Soon long-buried secrets will take Felix to the darkest 
underbelly of Jazz-Age New York, to the wilds of the 
Yorkshire moors and back again. And bound to 
everything is a deadly secret society who will either be 
Felix’s downfall . . . or his one chance at redemption. 

H.F. Askwith is a 
British writer of 
dark fantastical 
fiction, and A Dark 

Inheritance is her first novel. She 
gained a Distinction in her 
Masters in Creative Writing, and 
in addition to her writing, loves 
all things gothic and spooky, 
which influenced her deep love 
of puzzles and cyphers, which in 
turn has influenced her writing.
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HOW TO LOSE AN EARL IN 
TEN WEEKS
Jenni Fletcher
An enemies-to-lovers regency romance 
that’s like watching an episode of 
Bridgerton. Perfect for fans of  
Georgette Heyer, Outlander and 
Romancing the Duke.

Age: 12+
Publication Date: December 2021 
Extent: 352pp l Word Count: 85,000
Acquiring Editor: Sara Jafari 
Film Rights: PRHC l 1 Language Sold: German

* A fun and fresh Regency romance with modern sensibilities. It’s steamy and   
 romantic, featuring a strong and independent female lead and a satisfying   
 enemies-to-lovers storyline.
* Following the huge success of Bridgerton and subsequent increase in demand for  
 Regency romance, this book caters directly to this audience, reaching new and old  
 fans of historical romance who loved the hit Netflix show.
* Jenni is a Mills & Boon author and has written several historical romances, with an  
 existing readership.

DESCRIPTION
Miss Essie Craven has been engaged since birth to a man 
she has only met once. The most coveted man in all of 
the Ton: Aidan Ravell, Earl of Denholm.

The day of their marriage is set. The only problem is, 
spirited Essie dreams of more than being a Countess. And 
she soon finds out that Aidan has his own reasons for 
not wishing to marry, but due to his sense of honour and 
the financial baggage his father left him, he feels obliged.

So, Aidan and Essie strike a deal. Essie will find him a 
more suitable match, and in the meantime they will keep 
up appearances as the most fashionable couple in all of 
the Ton.

But soon what is real and what is fake begins to 
converge. Suddenly, what seemed to be a simple 
agreement is no longer quite that straightforward . . .

Jenni Fletcher 
was born in 
Scotland and now 
lives in Yorkshire 

where she writes historical 
romance novels. She studied 
English at Cambridge and Hull 
and has been nominated for 4 
RoNA awards, winning for 
Short Romantic Fiction in 
2020. In her spare time she 
loves baking and, of course, 
reading.
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BRAND NEW FOR THIS FAIR
GOOD FOR NOTHING
Mariam Ansar
Written by a new literary voice of 
our generation, this powerful and 
timely YA novel explores loss, race, 
and unlikely friendships. It is the 
gritty TV show The Outlaws meets 
The Hate U Give set in a small town 
in the North of England.

 
Age: 12+ l Publication Date: March 2023 l Extent: 280pp 
Word Count: 77,000 l Acquiring Editor: Sara Jafari 
Film Rights:  RCW l World Rights: PRHC

* Good For Nothing is a coming-of-age story for our times, with modern classic   
 potential, and will appeal to fans of Noughts & Crosses and The Hate U Give. 
* Mariam is a trainee secondary school teacher in northern England. She is in touch  
 with teenagers and wrote this book to represent the lives of the teenagers around  
 her in fiction.
* The story is both comedic and tragic, uniting everyday experiences with an 
 enticing mystery about what really happened to Amir’s brother.
* Explores serious issues in the UK, such as police profiling, which are not often   
 discussed, within a northern English setting, which is also hugely under-  
 represented in literature.

Mariam Ansar is a 
freelance writer and trainee 
teacher. Her writing was 
personally selected by 

guest editor Kate Bush to feature in The 
Mays Anthology 2017/18 – a collection 
of the best new writing from Oxford and 
Cambridge. She was the first recipient of 
the At Sea writing residency and was 
also an Editorial Fellow at BuzzFeed UK. 
Her work has been featured in NME, 
gal-dem, VICE, Dazed, Catapult Story, 
Rookie Magazine, Teen Vogue, Elite Daily, 
and many others.

DESCRIPTION
Amir is the angry boy who won’t talk about 
the brother he lost, but won’t let his name be 
forgotten either. Emaan is the awkward girl 
whose favourite evenings are spent at home 
watching soaps with her Nani. Kemi is fast and 
fierce, and knows she deserves as good a shot 
as anyone else, if only she can get to the 
starting line.

When these three teens are landed with a 
community service order, their stories start to 
converge. And as they’re forced together, they 
learn more about each other – and themselves. 
They always knew their town had problems – 
with the police targeting kids like them – but 
everything changes when they uncover the 
true cause of Amir’s brother’s death. 
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THE SWIFTS
Beth Lincoln
Robin Stevens meets Lemony Snicket in this 
dazzling new middle-grade debut from 
WriteNow mentee Beth Lincoln.

* Ideal for fans of Nevermoor or Coraline and films like The Addams Family.
* Inventive, hilarious, inclusive and genuinely original, this is a book about   
 language and the power words can have, self-identity, parental expectations and  
 what happens when those things don’t match up. But it’s also about murder,   
 mayhem and how a family game of Scrabble can seriously damage your health.
* With a highly illustrated package, this will be a major launch for Puffin in 2023,  
 with a sequel to follow in 2024. 

DESCRIPTION
On the day they are born, each Swift is brought before 
the sacred Family Dictionary. They are given a name 
and a definition, and it is assumed they will grow up 
to match. Unfortunately, Shenanigan Swift doesn’t 
much like being told what to do.

Troublemaker, prank-smith and mischief enthusiast, 
Shenanigan rattles around the grand old Swift House 
with her sisters and guardians, rehearsing her 
Arch-Aunt Schadenfreude’s funeral, plotting future 
crimes, and wondering whether she is herself through 
choice or design. When the Family Reunion floods the 
House with people, Shenanigan is excited to meet her 
rogue’s gallery of relatives – until one of them shoves 
Schadenfreude down the stairs.

Shenanigan grudgingly takes on the role of detective, 
but more murders, a hidden treasure and an awful lot 
of suspects complicate things further. Can Shenanigan 
catch the killer before the whole Family is picked off? 
And in a world where definitions are so important, can 
she learn to define herself?

Beth Lincoln is 
Northern, queer and 
perpetually hungry. A 
dilettante if you want 

to be fancy and a chronic dabbler if 
you don’t, Beth has one degree that 
says she can read, another that says 
she can write, and a love of word 
games, puzzles, Oxford commas, and 
puns.  Her first children’s novel, 
which explores themes of self-
identity, familial pressure and 
murder, earned her a place on 
Penguin Random House’s WriteNow 
scheme.

Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: February 2023
Extent: 368pp l Word Count: 65,000, 
black-and-white illustrations  
Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen
Film Rights: The Bent Agency l World Rights: PRHC 
11 Languages Sold: Danish, Dutch, French,  
German, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,  
Portuguese – Brazil, Romanian, Spanish, US English
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TRIXIE PICKLE
ART AVENGER
Olaf Falafel
Trixie Pickle rights wrongs using art in this 
hilarious and highly-illustrated middle-grade 
adventure.

* Olaf Falafel’s Art Club was a lockdown YouTube smash hit, teaching kids and   
 adults how to draw and gaining thousands of views. 
* A hilariously funny middle-grade adventure, full of brilliant illustrations and   
 perfect for reluctant readers and fans of Wimpy Kid and Tom Gates.
* Includes funny and quirky fact files about real artists such as Bridget Riley,   
 Damien Hirst and Banksy.

DESCRIPTION
A laugh-out-loud illustrated adventure 
featuring Trixie Pickle, the Banksy of 
her school. 

Trixie loves art and hates bullies – and 
so decides to become an Art Avenger, 
righting wrongs at her school through 
art. She uses Picasso, Pollock and Ofili 
to teach bullies a lesson, get out of 
lessons and help those in need, like an 
arty Robin Hood. 

Highly illustrated throughout by Olaf 
himself and with fact files of hilarious 
and irreverent details about real 
artists, Trixie Pickle is perfect for fans 
of Konnie Huq, Sam Copeland and Liz 
Pichon.

Olaf Falafel is an author, an 
illustrator and a stand-up comedian 
(which is pretty similar to a 
stand-up chameleon except he 

doesn’t change colour to blend in with the 
background). He’s the winner of ‘The Funniest 
Joke of The Edinburgh Fringe 2019’ and has 
created and performed several stupidly named 
comedy shows including Olaf Falafel and The 
Cheese Of Truth. As well as trying to make people 
laugh on stage, Olaf draws a lot and tries to come 
up with funny ideas for kids’ books. He also has 
an Art Club on YouTube full of real drawing tips 
and facts about famous artists. In 2019 Olaf 
visited 100 schools in 100 days – and then put 
his feet up and had a cup of tea. 

Age: 7–12 l  Publication Date: July 2022 l Extent: 300pp 
Word Count: 20–25,000, black-and-white illustrations  
Acquiring Editor: Kelly Hurst
Film Rights: Greene & Heaton Ltd. l World Rights: PRHC
2 Languages Sold: Greek, Korean
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WILDER THAN MIDNIGHT
Cerrie Burnell 
A thrillingly evocative and daring tale of wild 
adventure, secret sisterhood, and the power 
of myths and storytelling.

* With gorgeously atmospheric writing and bold female characters, Wilder Than   
 Midnight is a fresh, exciting and intrinsically diverse adventure story, perfect for  
 fans of Katherine Rundell, Kiran Millwood Hargrave and Sophie Anderson.
* Former CBeebies presenter Cerrie Burnell is a much loved and well-established   
 children’s books author. Cerrie is passionate about representation in storytelling  
 and the media, and was recently appointed as one of the BBC’s first Disability   
 Ambassadors.
* This is an #ownvoices story: Cerrie was born without the lower part of her right  
 arm, as was her character Wild Rose. In Wild Rose Cerrie has created a truly   
 empowered heroine, who whisks the reader on a thrilling adventure that   
 celebrates difference and found families.

DESCRIPTION
Silverthorne is a place of secrets and 
stories. A forest full of twisting paths and 
tangled thorns. A castle with locked towers 
and murmurs of tragedy. A village trapped 
between terrors known and whispered. And 
something is stirring in the leaves . . . 

Saffy is a good girl who sticks to the forest 
paths, and always follow the rules. 
Aurelia is a hidden girl, locked in a castle 
tower, dreaming of escaping the fate she’s 
told awaits her. 
Wild Rose is a fierce girl, raised by wolves,  
full of spells and fearlessness and cunning. 

Together, they will change Silverthorne 
forever.

Cerrie Burnell is an author, actor 
and activist. During her time on  
CBeebies she broke down barriers,  
challenged stereotypes and over- 

came discrimination to become one of the most  
visible disabled presenters on children’s 
television. She has been listed by The Observer 
as one of the top ten children’s presenters of 
all time. Cerrie is the author of twelve children’s 
books, including I Am Not a Label. She has 
adapted much of her writing for the stage and 
continues to appear on the BBC, most recently 
in the eye-opening documentary Silenced.

Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: April 2022 l Extent: 304pp 
Word Count: 60,000 l Acquiring Editor: Naomi Colthurst
Film Rights: Rogers Coleridge and White Ltd.
World Rights: PRHC
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FRANKIE BEST HATES QUESTS 
Chris Smith
Onward and Jumanji meets The Wizard in 
my Shed in an accessible Pixar-like fantasy 
for readers aged 9–12 by bestselling author  
Chris Smith.

* Chris Smith is one half of a bestselling author duo with Greg James. To date, they  
 have sold over 345,000 copies of the Kid Normal series through TCM. Excitingly   
 this is Chris’s first project as a solo author.
* Chris writes accessible funny middle-grade tales full of sparky imagination and   
 epic adventures with characters you immediately become invested in.
* Combining gaming and fantasy elements, this has a fresh feel and is distinctive  
 from other middle-grade books in the market.
* Perfect for fans of The Wizard in my Shed, Terry Pratchett and Pixar’s Onward.

DESCRIPTION
Frankie is not happy. Not only is she stuck at 
Grandad’s for a whole week while her parents 
swan off to the Arctic, now she’s discovered that 
there’s NO WIFI anywhere in the house!

Joel – Frankie’s annoying nerd brother who 
spends all his time playing computer games like 
Elf-Quest and just generally being really super 
annoying.

Grandad – likes gardening down the allotment 
and cups of tea. Oh, and is also the custodian of a 
secret fantasy realm called Parallelia.

When Grandad is kidnapped by a host of gnoblins 
(no that is not spelt incorrectly) it falls to Frankie 
and Joel to save the day. Frankie did have big 
plans to watch YouTube and eat pot noodles that 
Saturday but she guesses she’ll just have to go on 
an epic mega-dangerous quest instead . . .

Age: 9–12 l Publication Date: March 2022
Extent: 304pp l Word Count: 60,000, 
black-and-white illustrations
Acquiring Editor: Carmen McCullough
Film Rights: Curtis Brown l World Rights: PRHC

Chris Smith has wanted to 
be an author ever since he 
was eight and won a 
competition by writing a 

story about a baby dinosaur who loved 
biscuits. That story is soon to be brought 
to life as a blockbuster Hollywood movie. 
Not really, he made that part up. Chris 
worked for many years as a newsreader 
and presenter on radio stations including 
Xfm and BBC Radio 1. That’s where he 
met Greg James, and in between messing 
about on the airwaves the pair created 
the bestselling Kid Normal series. Chris 
lives in north London with his family and 
a cat called Mabel who can go invisible.
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THE GOOD TURN
Sharna Jackson
Three friends make their own extraordinary 
adventure and learn that kindness and 
acceptance can help anyone make a difference. 
A sharp, funny, mystery adventure for fans of 
Murder Most Unladylike and The Boy at the 
Back of the Class.

* Sharna Jackson’s debut novel, High-Rise Mystery, won the Waterstones Children’s  
 Book Prize for Younger Readers.
* A sharp and funny middle-grade adventure with the mystery-solving of Robin   
 Stevens, the real-life setting of The Boy at the Back of the Class, the adventure of  
 The Famous Five and the inspiring quality of Wonder.
* A real-world story with big themes of activism for children, immigration and   
 acceptance. 

DESCRIPTION
Josephine Williams is a future-focused, 
internet-loving eleven-year-old who is 
desperate to explore the world beyond her 
cul-de-sac – and her browser.

When she learns about Josephine Holloway 
– a woman who started the first Girl Scout 
Troop for Black girls in America – she’s 
certain she must start her own.

Enlisting her friends Margot Anderson and 
Wesley Evans, the trio begin their quest 
for their Camping Badge. Drawn to an 
abandoned factory nearby, they stumble 
across something strange. A square, ancient 
television and two tatty armchairs. Beside it, 
a wooden sideboard with an old photograph 
of a young, happy couple.

What is this? Who, or what, lives here – and 
why?

Age: 8–12 l Publication Date: May 2022 l Extent: 300pp
Word Count: 62,000 l Acquiring Editor: Kelly Hurst 
Film Rights: Janklow & Nesbit l World Rights: PRHC

Sharna Jackson is an award-
winning author and curator 
who specializes in delivering 
socially-engaged initiatives 

for children and young people. Sharna’s 
debut novel High-Rise Mystery (2019) won 
the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize for 
the Best Book for Younger Readers, and 
was The Sunday Times Book of the Week. 
Sharna lives on a ship in Rotterdam in the 
Netherlands.

‘I utterly loved The Good Turn; it’s bone-deep 
brilliant; a joy to the very end. It’s so warm 
and so funny, and so ferociously on the side 
of justice and of hope.’  Katherine Rundell
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THE DETENTION DETECTIVES
Lis Jardine
A sparky, contemporary mystery about three 
misfits investigating a deadly crime! Perfect 
for fans of Robin Stevens, High-Rise Mystery 
and Kid Normal.

* 9–12-year-old fans of Robin Stevens will love this new series, which has   
 everything they love in a more contemporary setting, and the sparky prose   
 paired with the thrilling and exciting mystery plots will hook avid detective story  
 fans and reluctant readers alike.
* In each book, the Detention Detectives will take on a new case. Each story will   
 focus on one of the core characters, and will be recorded from their point of 
 view – the first of which is told by Jonno.

DESCRIPTION
Jonno never wanted to move to a new school. What 
about his friends, the basketball team, the band? 

So he makes zero effort to fit in at Hanbridge High. 

But then he finds the body . . .

One thing Jonno does love is a mystery. And when he 
thinks the wrong person’s been arrested for Mr 
Baynton’s murder, he just can’t help getting involved. 

The problem is, supergeek Daniel and nosy Lydia are 
desperate to solve the case too.

Time is running out, and with every teacher at 
Hanbridge High a suspect . . . Jonno’s got to admit 
that he’s going to need all the help he can get.

 
INTRODUCING: THE DETENTION DETECTIVES.
The perfect next read for fans of Serena Patel, Sharna 
Jackson and Robin Stevens.

Lis Jardine is a secondary 
school librarian from 
Bristol who’s long been 
hooked on both 

children’s novels and Golden Age 
Crime. Lis studied English Literature 
at the University of Warwick and has 
an MA in Writing for Young People at 
Bath Spa University. She collects 
second hand Christie, Allingham, 
Sayers, Crispin and Marsh novels, 
which along with works by Ross 
Welford, Fleur Hitchcock and Sharna 
Jackson, have inspired her to write 
this contemporary detective story.

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 9–12 l Publication Date: January 2023
Extent: 288pp l Word Count: 57,000 
Acquiring Editor: Natalie Doherty
Film Rights: Peters Fraser & Dunlop Ltd.
World Rights: PRHC
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ROCKSTAR DETECTIVES
Adam Hills
For fans of High-Rise Mystery and Murder 
Most Unladylike, the Rockstar Detectives are 
the new sleuthing team in town. 

* The debut novel from Australian comedian Adam Hills, combining humour and   
 mystery and featuring brilliant illustrations from Luna Valentine.
* Perfect for fans of Robin Stevens, Sharna Jackson, David Baddiel and David   
 O’Doherty.
* An inclusive story featuring a main character in a wheelchair, drawing on the   
 author’s own experience of living with a disability.

DESCRIPTION
When a priceless painting goes missing, best 
friends Charley and George are the prime 
suspects. All of a sudden, Charley, a twelve-
year-old viral singing sensation, and her best 
friend George, camera whizz and budding 
comedian, are in seriously hot water. Now 
Charley and George have to keep up with their 
schoolwork, nail a stellar European tour and 
prove they’re not international criminals. 

But as news of high-profile heists hit the 
headlines wherever they go, Charley and 
George are in the spotlight for all the wrong 
reasons. Can they solve the mystery or will 
their shot for stardom be over almost as soon 
as it has begun? 

Adam Hills is an 
internationally recognized 
comedian and host of 
award-winning Channel 4 

series The Last Leg. His collection of 
stories from a life in comedy, Best Foot 
Forward, featured memories of his early 
days performing stand-up and his many 
encounters with famous faces. This is 
his first children’s book.

Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: February 2022 
Extent: 320pp l Word Count: 50,000  
Acquiring Editor: Natalie Doherty 
Film Rights: Off The Kerb Productions 
World Rights: PRHC
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OTHER BOOKS
BY THE AUTHOR:

Sam Copeland is an 
author, which has come 
as something of a shock 
to him. He is from 
Manchester and now 

lives in London with two smelly cats, 
three smelly children and one 
relatively clean-smelling wife.

He is the author of the bestselling 
Charlie Changes Into a Chicken, its 
two sequels, Charlie Turns Into a 
T-Rex and Charlie Morphs Into a 
Mammoth, and Uma and the Answer 
to Absolutely Everything. Despite 
legal threats, he refuses to stop 
writing.

GRETA AND THE 
GHOST HUNTERS
Sam Copeland
The hilarious tale of a family 
coming to terms with its 
ghosts – literally. 

DESCRIPTION
Greta Woebegone did not believe in ghosts because 
she was a sensible young girl and sensible young 
girls tend not to believe in ghosts. That was until the 
day she was knocked over by a car and died, when 
everything changed . . . 

As she recovers, Greta finds she can not only see the 
spirits that haunt her ancestral home, she can talk to 
them – from her Grandpa Woebegone and Percy the 
poo-pushing plague victim to the sinister poltergeist 
in the cellar.

Can Greta save the ghosts from being exorcized (a 
fate worse than undeath)? Can the ghosts help 
Greta stop her beloved Grandma being put in a 
home? And can they all help each other overcome 
the pain in their past that’s holding them back from 
the future?

From the acclaimed author of Charlie Changes Into a 
Chicken comes a touching and side-splitting new 
story guaranteed to delight readers of nine and up.

Age: 9+ l Publication Date: January 2022
Extent: 256pp l Word Count: 45,000, black-and-
white illustrations l Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen 
Film Rights: A. M. Heath & Co. Ltd. 
World Rights: PRHC

* Absolutely on-brand for Sam – humour and heart perfectly blended.
* Fantastic, fully-illustrated package from Sam’s regular illustrator, Sarah Horne. 
* Sam’s combined UK Bookscan sales stand at over 50,000 copies.
* The Charlie series has now been sold in 26 languages.
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PRINCESS OLIVIA 
INVESTIGATES: THE WRONG
WEATHER
Lucy Hawking
The brand-new series for readers aged 7  
and upwards from the globally bestselling 
science educator, Lucy Hawking.

* Lucy and Stephen Hawking’s series of children’s books George’s Secret Key to the  
 Universe was a global hit, selling over 400,000 copies worldwide.
* Stephen and Lucy’s most recent book, Unlocking the Universe, was published in  
 2020 and sold in 16 languages.
* Lucy is dedicated to educating young people about science and this new   
 illustrated series for readers aged 7+ introduces them to the concept of climate  
 change in a completely accessible way, with an exciting new heroine Olivia giving  
 a voice to young girls interested in STEM subjects. 

DESCRIPTION
When the Kingdom of Alez decides it doesn’t 
want a royal family any more, Princess Olivia is 
delighted. Now she can finally give up boring 
princess lessons and learn about real things, 
like volcanoes, the ocean and space!

But when she descends from the mountains to 
the city, a very different world awaits her. 
Thick, dark clouds hang low, the rivers are 
choked with rubbish, and the weather seems 
completely bizarre. Olivia, horrified by what 
she sees, becomes determined to get to the 
bottom of Alez’s dangerous weather patterns. 
With the help of some new friends and armed 
with a scientific lab coat, Olivia sets out to 
solve the mystery and save Alez from climate 
destruction before it’s too late . . .

Lucy Hawking is a children’s 
writer, the co-creator of 
non-fiction compendium 
Unlocking the Universe and 

the George fiction series, with her father 
Stephen Hawking. Lucy is a former 
journalist, having written widely for British 
newspapers, and she gives regular talks 
about science and stories to audiences all 
over the world.

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 7–9 l Publication Date: April 2022 
Extent: 208pp l Word Count: 25,000, black-and-
white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones
Film Rights: Janklow & Nesbit 
World Rights: PRHC l 2 Languages Sold: Chinese 
(Simplified), German
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THE SUMMER
I ROBBED A BANK 
David O’Doherty
Millions meets Gangsta Granny!

Age: 8+ l Publication Date: May 2021 l Extent: 304pp 
Word Count: 40,000, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Anthea Townsend 
Film Rights: Lisa Richards Agency l World Rights: PRHC

* A laugh-out-loud middle-grade adventure heist story with enormous heart,   
 perfect for fans of David Walliams and Frank Cottrell-Boyce.
* David O’Doherty is the author of the bestselling Danger Is Everywhere series   
 (more than 100,000 copies sold through UK TCM, translated into 16+ languages,  
 shortlisted for the LOLLIES prize in the UK).
* David O’Doherty is also an award-winning comedian, a regular on BBC/Channel  4  
 panel shows and a well-known comedy festival comedian.
* The Summer I Robbed A Bank won Children’s Book of the Year in the Irish Book   
 Awards 2021.

DESCRIPTION
Rex’s parents have split up, he’s about to 
make the scary move to secondary school 
and, to make matters worse, he has to spend 
his summer holiday on a remote and rainy 
Irish island – with lots of sheep for company.

The only upside: he’ll be staying with his 
strange and brilliant Uncle Derm.

Then Rex discovers Uncle Derm is about to 
execute his most hare-brained plan yet – he’s 
going to rob the island’s travelling bank! And 
he needs Rex’s help . . .

A madcap robbery, plenty of sheep and a 
summer of discoveries come together in this 
hilarious and heart-warming adventure.

David O’Doherty is an author, 
stand-up comedian and regular 
guest on television shows such 
as QI, Have I Got News for You 

and Would I Lie to You? He is the author of 
the bestselling Danger Is Everywhere series 
for middle-grade readers.
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LYRA’S OXFORD 
(ILLUSTRATED EDITION)
Philip Pullman
A full-colour beautiful gift edition of this 
magical story featuring Lyra and Pan, set in 
the world of Philip Pullman’s ground-breaking 
His Dark Materials and The Book of Dust. 
Illustrated for the first time by Chris Wormell.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: October 2021 l Extent: 112pp, black-and-white 
illustrations l Word Count: 5,100 l Acquiring Editor: Ruth Knowles 
Film Rights: United Agents l World Rights: United Agents
Rights: Artwork only l 2 Languages Sold: French, US English

* Since the release of La Belle Sauvage, the bestselling first volume of The Book of  
 Dust in 2017, and with the success of the first two seasons of the BBC/HBO TV,   
 Philip Pullman’s magical world has been taken to a wider audience than ever before.
* Lyra and Pan sit at the heart of the universe and are world-famous much beloved  
 characters. This short story revisits them after the events of His Dark Materials,  
 which has sold 220,000 copies in its physical editions to date.
* The perfect gift for any Pullman fan wishing to extend their collection of his work.

DESCRIPTION
Two years after the events 
of His Dark Materials, Lyra 
and her daemon 
Pantalaimon sit high on 
the roof of Jordan College, 
gazing down on the 
streets of Oxford. But their 
peace is shattered by a 
flock of enraged starlings, 
who seem intent on 
knocking another bird out 
of the sky – a bird that 
Lyra and Pan quickly realize 
is a witch’s daemon. The 
daemon carries worrying 
tidings of a terrible 
sickness spreading in the 
north, and claims that only 
Lyra can help him – but is 
he really friend, or foe?

Philip Pullman is one of the most highly respected 
children’s authors writing today. Winner of many 
prestigious awards, including the Carnegie of 
Carnegies and the Whitbread Award, Pullman’s 

epic fantasy trilogy His Dark Materials has been acclaimed as 
a modern classic. It has sold 17.5 million copies worldwide and 
been translated into 40 languages. In 2005 he was awarded 
the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award. He lives in Oxford.

Chris Wormell is a self-taught artist, and the 
winner of the Ragazza Prize at Bologna in 1991. 
Two Frogs won the Nestlé Bronze Award, Molly 
and the Night Monster was shortlisted for the 

Kate Greenaway Medal and One Smart Fish won the Booktrust 
Early Years Awards Best Picture Book. His books include 
George and the Dragon and The Big Ugly Monster and the 
Little Stone Rabbit which was recently adapted into a stage 
play. Chris lives in north London with his wife and children.
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ONCE UPON A TIME 
IN THE NORTH
Philip Pullman
A mesmerizing episode from the  
universe of His Dark Materials and  
The Book of Dust, giving an extraordinary 
insight into this world and its characters.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: September 2023 
Extent: 144pp, black-and-white illustrations
Word Count: 5,100
Acquiring Editor: Ruth Knowles 
Film Rights: United Agents
World Rights: United Agents
Rights: Artwork only

* Illustrated by Chris Wormell, one of Britain’s most celebrated author-illustrators  
 and print makers. Known for his instantly recognizable style, he has won literary  
 awards including the Bologna Ragazza Prize, a Nestlé Smarties Award and a   
 Booktrust Early Years Award.
* A perfect companion to Lyra’s Oxford, this delightful new edition of a beautiful   
 book gives incredible insight into the world of His Dark Materials and The Book of  
 Dust, and is perfect for Philip Pullman fans both new and old.
* The His Dark Materials trilogy is widely regarded as a modern classic. Its heroine,  
 Lyra Belacqua, frequently tops polls as an all-time favourite character.
* Philip’s books have sold over 6 million copies in the UK alone, and tens of millions  
 of copies all over the world, and have been translated into 40 languages.

DESCRIPTION
When Lyra is studying at Oxford University, she comes 
across the story of Lee Scoresby and Iorek Byrnison’s 
first meeting, many years ago, along with much 
evidence of the adventure that brought them together.

She discovers that when young Texan balloonist Lee 
came down to earth in the harbour of an Arctic town in 
the North, little did he realize that he is about to be 
caught in a war between the residents of the town and 
the huge arctic bears that also live there.

And when Lee meets one of these bears – Iorek – for 
the first time, they cement a friendship that will 
continue throughout their lives, as the tensions in the 
town threaten to erupt . . .

Another wonderful tale from a 
master storyteller, which includes 
beautiful illustrations and maps.
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SERPENTINE
Philip Pullman
A story in the Arctic from the world of His Dark 
Materials and The Book of Dust by master 
storyteller Philip Pullman.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: October 2020 
Extent: 80pp l Word Count: 3,800, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Ruth Knowles l Film Rights: United Agents
4 Languages Sold: French, Romanian, Russian, Turkish

DESCRIPTION
‘Lyra Silvertongue, you’re very welcome . . . Yes, I know your new name. Serafina Pekkala 
told me everything about your exploits’

Lyra and her daemon Pantalaimon have left the events of His Dark Materials far behind.
In this snapshot of their forever-changed lives they return to the North to visit an old friend, 
where we will learn that things are not exactly as they seem . . .

Illustrated throughout by Tom Duxbury, Serpentine is a brand-new special read for Pullman 
fans old and new.

DESCRIPTION
‘D’you - er - have you seen her before?’
‘Yes. I know who she is.’
‘But, Grinstead, this painting is seventy years old – probably nearer eighty! You’re not being 
serious – I mean . . . What do you mean?’

On a dark winter’s night in 1970, Horley and Grinstead huddle for warmth in the Senior 
Common Room of a college in Oxford. Conversation turns to the two impressive works of art 
that Horley has recently added to his collection.

What the two men don’t know is that these pieces are connected in mysterious, improbable ways;  
and they are about to be caught in the crossfire of a story which has travelled time and worlds.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: March 2022 l Extent: 112pp 
Word Count: 5,100 l Acquiring Editor: Ruth Knowles
Film Rights: United Agents l Rights: World excluding US, PH, CA

THE COLLECTORS
Philip Pullman
A Gothic-feeling, atmospheric mystery featuring 
one of fans’ favourite characters from the world 
of His Dark Materials, Mrs Coulter and her 
terrible golden monkey daemon.
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ORDINARY BOY
Calum McSwiggan 
What If It’s Us meets Sex Education 
with a Sliding Doors twist in this 
deliciously romantic YA debut.

Age: YA l Publication Date: May 2023
Extent: 368pp l Word Count: 75,000
Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen l Film Rights: DKW
World Rights: PRHC

* Inclusive, high-concept LGBTQ+ romance, perfect for fans of Adam Silvera.
* Accessible and commercial writing with real polish.
* Highly engaged author with a significant online audience of over 250,000.

DESCRIPTION
Seventeen-year-old Max has always 
been out, proud and just a little spoiled. 
Frustrated by the lack of romantic options 
in his small-town high school, during an 
argument with his lifelong best friend 
Dean, Max lashes out and says he wishes 
he had never been born gay. 

Max gets more than he bargained for 
when he wakes up to find his wish has 
come true – not only have his feelings 
for boys vanished, but so has Dean. With 
his school life turned upside down and 
his relationship with his family in tatters, 
Max sets out on a journey of rediscovery 
to find a way back to the life he took for 
granted, and the romance he thought he’d 
never have.

Calum McSwiggan  is an 
author, presenter and LGBTQ+ 
advocate. He’s worked for 
Attitude magazine, written 

for the Metro, Gay Times and PinkNews, 
and was recently placed in The Guardian’s 
list of the 50 most influential LGBTQ+ 
figures. Putting LGBTQ+ stories at the 
heart of everything he does, he’s produced 
award-winning films that have been 
showcased at film festivals around the 
world, and racked up over 10 million views 
on his online videos. 
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GHOSTED
Emily Barr
You’ll never meet that perfect stranger 
again, right? But what if you do? Again and 
again . . . A love story with a thrilling twist. 

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: May 2022
Extent: 400pp l Word Count: 97,000
Acquiring Editor: Ruth Knowles
Film Rights: Curtis Brown l World Rights: PRHC
1 Language Sold: German

* This is a teen read for fans of Adam Silvera’s They Both Die At The End and those  
 who enjoy concept-driven love stories with a mystery at their heart like the new  
 Nicola Yoon novel, Instructions For Dancing, and Casey McQuiston’s One Last Stop,  
 plus movies like Last Christmas, Palm Springs, About Time and Before I Fall.
* Ghosted has all the Emily Barr trademark brilliance of a central mystery needing  
 to be uncovered but this gripping story of a life-changing relationship moves her  
 on into a more commercial, uplifting and accessible space.
* Romance and fantasy appear to be the most successful genres on BookTok right  
 now and Ghosted delivers directly into these genres for teens.

DESCRIPTION
Ariel has an accidental meeting with a 
handsome stranger called Joe. It’s completely 
perfect; they have a connection. They 
exchange numbers and agree to meet. But 
when Ariel messages him, the number Joe 
gave her is disconnected. He’s ghosted her. 
She assumes she will never see him again.

Except she does. Again and again.

Ariel returns to the place she and Joe met, 
and is stunned to find him there, not in 
France as he said he’d be, and behaving as if 
he has no idea who she is.

It turns out that their meetings will be life-
changing for them both, actually it’s even 
more than that for Joe . . .

Emily Barr worked as a 
journalist in London but 
always hankered after a 
quiet room and a book to 

write. She went travelling for a year, which 
gave her an idea for a novel set in the 
world of backpackers in Asia. This became 
Backpack, a thriller that won the WHSmith 
New Talent Award. Ghosted is her fifth 
YA novel. Emily lives in Cornwall with her 
husband and their children. 
www.emilybarr.com      @emily_barr

OTHER BOOKS 
BY THE AUTHOR:
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MAN DOWN
James Goodhand
A powerful exploration of the 
pressures and expectations put 
on young men from the author 
of one of 2020’s most original 
debuts, Last Lesson.

Age: YA/Crossover l Publication Date: March 2022  
Extent: 400pp l Word Count: 90,000  
Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen l Film Rights: DHH 
Literary Agency l World Rights: PRHC

* Contemporary realism with a supernatural twist, perfect for fans of Juno Dawson,  
 Kevin Brooks and Meg Rosoff.
* Last Lesson was nominated for the Branford Boase Award and garnered critical  
 acclaim.
* Addresses timely topics of toxic masculinity and adolescent mental health.
* Essential reading for fans of the books of Louise O’Neill or the Netflix series  
 The End of the F*cking World.

DESCRIPTION
Will Parks is being followed. 

Someone is watching him, feeding him 
glimpses of the future – steering him 
down paths he would never have dared 
to take alone. 

But these supernatural tip-offs are doing 
more for Will than just boosting his 
popularity, or keeping him out of trouble 
in the dead-end town he calls home. They 
have a purpose.  

Because a tragedy is coming. One that 
only Will can prevent. But only if he is 
ready to step up. Only if he’s prepared to 
become the man he’s meant to be. 

James Goodhand lives in 
Surrey with his wife and 
young son. A mechanic by 
day, much of his work has 

been written at an oil-stained workbench 
whilst ignoring a queue of broken cars in 
need of his attention. James is also a keen 
musician, regularly gigging as a rhythm 
and blues pianist.

OTHER BOOKS BY 
THE AUTHOR:
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THE CROSSING
Manjeet Mann
A trailblazing new novel about 
two teenagers from opposite 
worlds, The Crossing is a heart-
breaking and life-affirming story 
of hope, grief, and the very real 
tragedies of the refugee crisis.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: June 2021  
Extent: 320pp l Word Count: 37,000  
Acquiring Editor: Carmen McCullough
Film Rights: Caroline Sheldon Literary Agency 
Translation Rights: PRHC

* The Crossing is a beautiful and devastating verse novel – perfect for fans of Sarah  
 Crossan, Elizabeth Acevedo and Rupi Kaur.
* The follow-up to Manjeet’s stunning debut Run, Rebel which received critical   
 acclaim and stellar reviews across the board. 
*  Sammy, one of the protagonists, is a refugee who has fled Eritrea. Manjeet   
 depicts Sammy’s experience with great sensitivity, care and heart.
*  The Crossing has been shortlisted for the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 2022

DESCRIPTION
Natalie’s world has turned upside down. She’s 
lost her mum and her brother is descending 
further and further into anger and violence with 
a far-right gang who march the streets of Dover.

Sammy has fled his home and family in Eritrea 
for the chance of a new life in Europe. Every step 
he takes is a step into the unknown – into a 
strange country and a hidden future.

A twist of fate brings these two teens from 
opposite sides of the channel together, but will 
their journey end in hope or despair?

Manjeet Mann is an 
actress, playwright, 
screenwriter and 
director. She is the 

founder of Run the World – an 
organization that works with women 
and girls from marginalized 
backgrounds and helps to empower 
them through sport and storytelling. 
She lives in Kent.

OTHER BOOKS BY THE AUTHOR:
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LOCK THE DOORS
Vincent Ralph
A brand-new, addictive, twisty thriller 
from the author of Are You Watching? 
for fans of Karen McManus, Holly 
Jackson and Lisa Jewell.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: February 2021 
Extent: 400pp l Word Count: 70,000  
Acquiring Editor: Carmen McCullough
Film Rights: Rogers Coleridge & White Ltd. 
World Rights: PRHC 
1 Language Sold: US English

* For fans of Karen McManus, Holly Jackson and Lisa Jewell, Lock the Doors is a truly  
 unputdownable thriller with an explosive twist. 
* A domestic thriller for a YA audience – perfect for anyone who wants to explore a  
 house filled with sinister secrets. 
* Tom, the protagonist, has OCD and anxiety. He comes to find power in these   
 qualities – and harnesses them to solve the mystery. Vincent writes this character  
 with incredible care, thought and sensitivity.

DESCRIPTION
Tom’s family have moved into their dream 
home. But pretty soon he starts to notice that 
something is very wrong – there are strange 
messages written on the wall and locks on the 
bedroom doors. On the OUTSIDE.

The previous owners have moved just across the 
road and they seem like the perfect family. Their 
daughter Amy is beautiful and enigmatic, but 
Tom is sure she’s got something to hide. And 
he isn’t going to stop until he finds the truth 
behind those locked doors . . .

Will their dream home become a nightmare?

Vincent Ralph owes his 
love of books to his 
mother, who 
encouraged his 

imagination from an early age and 
always made sure there were new 
stories to read. He lives in Kent with 
his wife, son and two cats. 
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LIZZIE AND LUCKY:  
THE MYSTERY OF THE 
STOLEN TREASURE
Megan Rix
The exciting new sequel to  
Lizzie and Lucky: The Mystery 
of the Missing Puppies.

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 6+ l Publication Date: August 2021
Extent: 192pp
Word Count: 15,000, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones 
Film Rights:  Eddison Pearson Ltd.
2 Languages Sold: Polish, Portuguese

* Megan Rix brings her trademark adorable animals to early readers in this   
 irresistible take of a young detective and her loyal Dalmatian sidekick. 
* Megan Rix is the hugely popular author of animal books which have sold nearly a  
 quarter of a million copies across the world.
* Authentic voice: Megan pours research into her books, and has written Lizzie, the  
 deaf protagonist, by drawing on her own experience of living with partial deafness.
* The brilliantly fun and sparky package has fully illustrated black-and-white   
 interiors by Tim Budgen, and is perfect for fans of The Naughtiest Unicorn 
 and Claude.

DESCRIPTION
When Lizzie and her adorable dog Lucky 
go on a family trip to the seaside, 
something doesn’t seem right. There’s 
talk of missing treasure no one has been 
able to find for years and years, and 
artefacts are mysteriously disappearing 
from the local museum. Anyone else 
would shrug it off but this dynamic duo 
just know there is a mystery to be 
solved here – and they won’t leave until 
they figure it out. 

Megan Rix is the hugely 
popular author of animal 
adventure books set in the 
modern day and key periods 

of history. An animal lover and dog-trainer, 
Megan draws inspiration from her own 
adorable dogs Traffy, Bella and Freya, and 
produces many fascinating and 
extraordinary animal stories to engage her 
readers.

OTHER BOOKS
IN THE SERIES:
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THE WORRIES: SHARA AND 
THE REALLY BIG SLEEPOVER
Jion Sheibani
The Truth Pixie meets Inside Out 
in this hilarious, highly 
illustrated series, perfect 
for helping children work 
through their worries and 
concentrate on having fun.

3-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 5–7
Publication Date: July 2022 
Extent: 160pp
Word Count: 10,000,  two-colour illustrations
Acquiring Editor: Naomi Colthurst 
Film Rights: United Agents
1 Language Sold: Italian (for Book 1 only)

* Jion is an expert in creating fun, exciting and reassuring stories that focus on   
 specific child and care-giver needs, whilst also allowing adults to talk to children  
 about their mental health more generally. 
* This latest story focuses on Shara’s anxiety about feeling responsible for her   
 younger brother, and also the worry many children have about experiencing new  
 environments away from their primary caregivers.
* Jion’s sparky text is matched by her gloriously fun artwork, which not only brings  
 the characters to life in all their anarchic glory, but is presented in a beautiful   
 two-colour format.

DESCRIPTION
Shara takes her role as a big sister VERY 
seriously. So when her mum goes on holiday 
for a few days, she starts to worry. About her 
mum, about her little brother Keita, about 
school, about staying with her granddad for 
the first time . . .

Just before her mum is due to leave, a set of 
funny, furry friends arrive to try and help. The 
Worries are back, only this time a new and 
grown-up worry arrives to keep everything is 
perfect shape: Reece Sponsable. Bossy, 
demanding, and a little on edge, Reece 
Sponsible totally takes over Shara’s life. 
Because it’s up to Shara to make sure 
EVERYONE is okay . . . right?

Jion Sheibani  grew up in 
Brighton and now lives in 
Paris with her family, where 
she runs a language school. 

She is a self-taught illustrator and studied 
English literature at Oxford University. 
Jion’s first picture book, Lily and the Polar 
Bears, was published in 2018. This is her 
third book in The Worries series.

OTHER BOOKS
IN THE SERIES:
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* Highly illustrated middle-grade fiction for fans of Charlie Changes Into a Chicken  
 and The Super-Miraculous Journey of Freddie Yates.
* Between them, Sam and Jenny are published in over 25 territories around  
 the globe. 
* Critical and awards acclaim also follows these two: Sam was shortlisted for the   
 Waterstones Children’s Book Prize while Jenny was shortlisted for the Costa   
 Book Awards.

TUCHUS & TOPPS INVESTIGATE: 
REVENGE OF THE 
ROBOT LIBRARIANS
Sam Copeland 
and Jenny Pearson
The hilarious new book in the 
series from this funny fiction 
superstar duo.

Sam Copeland is the author of 
Charlie Changes into a Chicken 
and Uma and the Answer to 
Absolutely Everything, widely 
considered to be the two 

funniest children’s books ever written . . .

. . . until Jenny Pearson came 
on the scene with The Super 
Miraculous Journey of Freddie 
Yates and The Incredible 

Record Smashers. Both authors have 
enjoyed multiple prize nominations and 
been translated into over 20 foreign 
languages. Sam has the better singing 
voice but Jenny would win an arm-wrestle.

DESCRIPTION
It’s a new year at Little Strangehaven 
Primary but things are just as weird as 
last term . . .

Who put laser-eyed robot librarians in 
charge of class discipline? What’s with the 
new pedal-powered desks? And what does it 
all have to do with the mysterious goings-on 
in the cellar?

Spy-detectives Tuchus and Topps reckon 
it’s got to be something to do with Pamela 
Stranglebum and her sinister company, 
Minerva Industries. With the help of their 
Scottish gargoyle chum Gregor, can Lenny 
and Agatha uncover the truth before it’s 
too late . . .?

2-BOOK SERIES:
Age: 9+ l Publication Date: June 2022 l Extent: 320pp 
Word Count: 45,000, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen l Film Rights: A. M. Heath  
& Co. Ltd. l 1 Language Sold: Finnish 

OTHER BOOKS
IN THE SERIES:
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THE MAPMAKERS
Tamzin Merchant
Return to the spellbinding world 
of Cordelia Hatmaker in this 
soaring magical sequel to The 
Hatmakers. Perfect for fans of 
Nevermoor, A Pinch of Magic 
and Harry Potter. 

* Warm-hearted and wise, funny and adventurous, beautifully written and   
 featuring an immersive, atmospheric setting and charming characters – Tamzin’s  
 a born storyteller and will delight readers who love Harry Potter, Abi Elphinstone,  
 Jessica Townsend and Anna James.
* The Hatmakers was published in a glorious hardback edition in early 2021 to   
 widespread acclaim from reviewers and readers alike, and is set to be one of  
 the bestselling children’s book debuts of the year. Tamzin is a focus author, with  
 significant PR and marketing activity planned across 2022 in the lead-up to this  
 second novel.

DESCRIPTION
Ever since Cordelia discovered the hidden map in her  
father’s precious telescope, she’s been searching the  
streets of London by starlight and trying to uncover  
its secrets. She’s sure that her missing father is out  
there somewhere, and that if she follows his map,  
she’ll finally discover the truth about his disappearance.

She never expects to stumble upon a secret society 
of Mapmakers – or to learn that magic isn’t limited 
to the few Maker families, but instead is all around, 
if you just know where to look . . .

But danger is also lurking around every corner, and 
Cordelia must convince the rival Maker families to  
work together for once – not only to bring her father  
home, but to save the very essence of magic itself . . .

A gorgeous adventure from exceptional new 
storytelling talent Tamzin Merchant, featuring 
beautiful illustrations by Paola Escobar.

Tamzin Merchant grew 
up in Australia, South 
Africa and Dubai before 
moving to England in her 

early teens. She has been an actor 
since the age of seventeen, when she 
played the part of Georgiana Darcy 
in the 2005 adaptation of Pride and 
Prejudice. She has also written and 
directed several award-winning short 
films. Her latest role is as Imogen 
Spurnrose in Amazon’s original series, 
Carnival Row.

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: February 2022    
Extent: 400pp l Word Count: 72,000 
Acquiring Editor: Natalie Doherty
Film Rights: Rogers Coleridge and White Ltd. 
World Rights: PRHC
7 Languages Sold: French, German, Hungarian, 
Italian, Polish, Turkish, US English

OTHER BOOKS
IN THE SERIES:
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THE CHRISTMASAURUS 
AND THE NAUGHTY LIST 
Tom Fletcher
The Christmasaurus 
returns in a new 
magical adventure 
from Tom Fletcher!

* Tom Fletcher has sold over 2.8 million copies of his books in the UK alone and has  
 been translated into 35 languages. He is currently the 7th bestselling children’s   
 author in the UK.
* With books for every imagination, Tom’s storytelling style is wildly inventive, full of  
 adventure and laugh-out-loud funny.
* The first two Christmasaurus books have UK sales of nearly 750,000 across the two  
 titles and Tom’s fans are eagerly awaiting his third instalment.

DESCRIPTION
You know about the Naughty 
and Nice List, right? Santa’s 
top-secret tracker that he 
ALWAYS checks twice? Well, 
this year, the Christmasaurus is 
on a mission to track down 
children who have found 
themselves on the Naughty 
List to help them turn wrongs 
to rights, naughty to nice!

This is a story about 
mischievous kids learning the 
error of their ways, but it’s also 
about sharing the true spirit of 
Christmas and realizing that 
sometimes things aren’t quite 
as they first appear . . . Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: October 2021 l Extent: 432pp 

Word Count: 47,000, black-and-white illustrations  
Acquiring Editor: Natalie Doherty l Film Rights: Curtis Brown
World Rights: PRHC l 6 Languages Sold: Dutch, German, Korean, 
Norwegian, Romanian, Ukrainian

OTHER BOOKS 
IN THE SERIES:

Tom Fletcher is a number one bestseller and 
one of the UK’s most popular children’s 
authors. The Christmasaurus was the 
biggest debut middle-grade novel of 2016 

and was shortlisted for a British Book Award. Since then, 
Tom has published several more chart-topping children’s 
novels including The Creakers, The Christmasaurus and 
the Winter Witch, and the instant number one bestseller 
The Danger Gang. Tom also writes the incredibly 
successful Who’s in Your Book? picture book series and is 
one half of the author duo behind The Dinosaur that 
Pooped picture book series too, which has sold over 1.5 
million copies. The Christmasaurus is currently being 
developed by The Greatest Showman director Michael 
Gracey into an animated, feature-length movie with 
original songs written by Tom.

FOR YOUNGER 
READERS:
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ALDRIN ADAMS AND THE 
LEGEND OF NEMESWISS 
Paul Howard
A brilliantly funny, heart-warming 
adventure about a boy with a very 
unusual – and stinky – superpower! 
Perfect for fans of David Baddiel  
and Sam Copeland.  

*  An amazingly original, funny and immediate concept that will have HUGE 
 kid appeal.
* Superb, sparky and insightful comedy writing for boys and girls from the   
 renowned, bestselling comedy writer and four-time Irish Book Award winner.
* Black-and-white, hilarious illustrations throughout.
* Full of heart and humour, wit and wisdom, and more cheese than you could   
 possibly imagine! 
* Aldrin Adams and the Cheese Nightmares has been shortlisted for the Children’s  
 Book of the Year in the Irish Book Awards 2021. 

DESCRIPTION
Some months have passed since Aldrin 
Adams discovered his extraordinary 
superpower. When he eats cheese, just 
before he goes to sleep at night, he can  
enter into other people’s dreams . . .  
and their nightmares. He’s quickly 
learned when to eat blue cheese (to 
help with nightmares about toys 
coming to life), smoked cheese (to help 
him recover from using his powers) and 
good old Cheddar (a secret). And now 
– he’s starting to get bored. Shouldn’t 
being a superhero be more adventurous 
than this? 

Join Aldrin as he navigates his new life, 
meets more people with powers like him 
and faces his nemesis again!

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 9–12 l Publication Date: June 2022
Extent: 300pp l Word Count: 60,000, black-and-white 
illustrations l Acquiring Editor: Anthea Townsend
Film Rights: Lisa Richards Agency l World Rights: PRHC

Paul Howard is a journalist, author 
and comedy writer best known as the 
creator of the No. 1 bestselling Ross 
O’Carroll-Kelly series. He has won a 

record four Irish Book Awards and is a former Irish 
Sports Journalist of Year and Irish Newspaper 
Columnist of the Year.

OTHER BOOKS 
IN THE SERIES:

Lee Cosgrove was a childhood doodler 
who now doodles professionally as an 
award winning children’s illustrator. 
His work is influenced by growing up 

on a diet of video games and Saturday morning 
cartoons. Lee lives in North West England with his 
wife and 2 children.
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ORPHANS OF THE TIDE: 
ETERNITY ENGINE
Struan Murray
The final book in the critically acclaimed, 
multiple award-nominated trilogy.

* Orphans of the Tide was one of the top ten bestselling children’s author debuts of  
 2020 and the winner of the prestigious Branford Boase Award 2021.
* Brilliant fantasy storytelling, perfect for fans of Philip Pullman.
* Sumptuously illustrated by Manuel Sumberac.

DESCRIPTION
The seas have parted to reveal the 
barnacle-coated remains of humanity’s 
once sprawling empire.

Kate is marching upon the City at the 
head of an army, to prove she is the 
undisputed ruler of Shipwreck Island. 

Seth is her prisoner, struggling to 
convince Kate that what she’s doing is 
wrong, while half his mind is lost in the 
spirit world, searching for what remains 
of his brothers and sisters.

And as the final battle with the Enemy 
draws near, Ellie must unravel the 
secrets of an ancient machine, powered 
by the gods themselves, to prevent a 
second apocalypse . . . 

Struan Murray is Scottish and grew 
up in Edinburgh, the youngest of a 
large, rowdy family of redheads. His 
first publication was a drawing in 

Pingu magazine, aged seven, but his debut novel, 
Orphans of the Tide, has attracted rather more 
critical acclaim. When he’s not writing, Struan is a 
lecturer at the University of Oxford.

PRAISE FOR ORPHANS OF THE TIDE:
‘Unputdownable’ The Times
‘Enthralling’ Daily Express
‘Sumptuously atmospheric . . .  
tirelessly inventive’ Daily Telegraph

3-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 9–11 l Publication Date: March 2022 l Extent: 446pp 
Word Count: 75,000, black-and-white illustrations
Acquiring Editor: Ben Horslen 
Film Rights: Curtis Brown l World Rights: PRHC 
Books 1 & 2 Languages Sold: Catalan, Czech, Korean, 
Romanian, Russian, Turkish, Spanish, US English

OTHER BOOKS
IN THE SERIES:
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Lucy Brandt is a mum of two young 
kids and lives and works in Brighton. 
She has worked for nearly twenty 
years in a variety of traditional and 

digital marketing roles, largely specializing in 
technology. She has poured her technological 
knowledge into the inventions she created for her 
debut novel Leonora Bolt: Secret Inventor. 

Gladys Jose is an illustrator and 
storyteller. She graduated from the 
University of Central Florida in 2012, 
where she earned a Bachelor’s 

degree in Fine Arts, specializing in Graphic Design. 
She is the illustrator of Fresh Princess 
(HarperCollins). 

* Lucy Brandt is a brilliant new voice for young readers aged 6+ – the perfect next  
 read for children who loved Rosie Revere, Engineer – and her debut series is full of  
 adventure, mystery, and a whole lot of fun. 
* STEM: Leonora Bolt is an inventor and scientist, who uses her brilliant brainpower  
 and problem-solving skills to get her and her friends out of the tightest squeezes. 
* With hugely fun illustrations by Gladys Jose to bring Leonora’s story to life. 

DESCRIPTION
Leonora isn’t supposed to be building a 
submarine in a tree. Or turning the local 
wildlife luminous. In fact, she is 
supposed to be keeping her head down 
and attracting no attention – because 
Leonora Bolt is an inventor in secret.

But she can’t stop thinking of the clues 
she found to her missing parents’ 
location. So, deep in hiding in Snorebury, 
desperately trying to avoid being 
discovered by her evil uncle, Leonora is 
hatching a plan. So what if  it involves 
launching a homemade submarine into 
the middle of the ocean, accompanied 
only by a couple of friends and an otter 
with particularly sensitive whiskers? For 
when disaster strikes, Leonora’s 
wackiest plan might just be her most 
brilliant yet . . . 

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 7–9 l Publication Date: June 2022 l Extent: 144pp
Word Count: 20,000, black-and-white illustrations 
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones l Film Rights: Northbank 
Talent Management l World Rights: PRHC
1 Language Sold: Greek

LEONORA BOLT:
DEEP SEA CALAMITY
Lucy Brandt
The second laugh-out-loud 
adventure for brilliant inventor 
Leonora Bolt. 

OTHER BOOKS
IN THE SERIES:
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THE UPPER WORLD 2
Femi Fadugba
The sequel to the epic and original  
time-travelling thriller soon to be  
a major movie from Netflix.

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: March 2023
Extent: 400pp l Word Count: 70,000 
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones l Film Rights: Rogers 
Coleridge and White Ltd. l US Rights: RCW (Sold to 
HarperCollins US) l Translation Rights: PRHC 
4 Languages Sold: German, Italian,  
Portuguese – Brazil, Russian 

* Acquired in a hotly-contested 15 publisher auction, The Upper World set the   
 publishing world alight to become the second bestselling UK YA debut of 2021.
* Femi Fadugba is a phenomenal talent, deftly bringing together his two worlds  
 and exploring where life on a Peckham estate rife with violence collides with bold  
 concepts as mind-blowing as Inception or Interstellar. 
* Femi’s accessible writing makes exciting concepts intriguing to younger readers,  
 and roots this series in reality by crafting compelling universal stories of human  
 love and violence.

DESCRIPTION
The thrilling sequel to The Upper World 
sees Esso and Rhia mastering the secrets 
of the time-defying Upper World. But their 
future isn’t the only thing in the balance 
– the past now haunts them in the form 
of a dangerous stranger whose vision and 
ambition is rooted in the multiverse.
 
An epic story spanning three generations 
that takes the reader on a mind-bending 
journey from the roads of Peckham to the 
Upper World – and beyond.

The Upper World has been shortlisted for 
the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 
2022.

Femi Fadugba  has a 
Master’s degree from 
Oxford University where he 
published in Quantum Physics 

and subsequently studied as a Thouron 
Scholar at University of Pennsylvania. Femi 
has worked as a science tutor as well as in 
solar energy and consulting. He currently 
lives between Peckham, London and 
Baltimore, USA.

OTHER BOOKS 
IN THE SERIES:
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Princess Ever After
Connie Glynn 
The fifth and final instalment in the 
magical Rosewood Chronicles by 
YouTuber Connie Glynn: The Princess 
Diaries for a new generation!

Age: 12+ l Publication Date: February 2022
Extent: 320pp l Word Count: 65,000
Acquiring Editor: Millie Lean l Film Rights: Conville & 
Walsh Ltd. l 2 Languages Sold: Czech, German

* The Rosewood Chronicles has sold in 16 languages, sold 60,000 copies    
 through TCM, and nearly 55,000 copies internationally.
* Connie Glynn, previously known as Noodlerella, has over 165,000 followers across  
 her social channels. Her YouTube channel amassed nearly 100 million views.

DESCRIPTION
Ellie is a rebellious princess who is no 
longer hiding her real identity.

Lottie is her Portman, wishing that she 
could shield Ellie from the threat of 
Leviathan.

Jamie is Ellie’s Partizan, a lifelong 
bodyguard sworn to protect the princess 
at any cost – but has mysteriously 
disappeared.

Not all of the trio have made it back to 
Rosewood Hall. Can they be reunited? And 
at what cost?

With the crown at risk, the stakes have 
never been higher . . .

Connie Glynn has always 
loved writing and wrote her 
first story when she was six. 
This passion for stories has 

never left her, and Connie recently finished 
a degree in film theory.

It was at university that Connie started 
her hugely successful YouTube channel 
Noodlerella (named after her favourite 
food and favourite Disney princess). After 
five years of publicly documenting her life 
and hobbies to an audience of 900,000 
subscribers on YouTube, Connie closed the 
book on the Noodlerella project in a bid for 
more privacy and to pursue her original 
passions in the performing arts. Connie 
now writes music and fiction full time.

OTHER BOOKS 
BY THE AUTHOR:
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NEXT IN A SERIES
THE MAGPIE SOCIETY: 
TWO FOR JOY
Zoe Sugg and Amy McCulloch
The chilling sequel to the No. 1  
YA bestseller The Magpie Society:  
One For Sorrow.

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 12+ l Publication Date: November 2021 
Extent: 352pp l Word Count: 65,000
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones
Film Rights: Gleam Futures Ltd. l World Rights: PRHC 
4 Languages Sold: Finnish, French, German, Russian

* This gripping thriller – from two incredible authors – will delight readers who are  
 craving a new YA reading obsession with a darker edge.
* Taking inspiration from Victorian superstitions and spooky urban legends, and   
 following in the tradition of British boarding-school books, The Magpie Society is  
 perfect for fans of Pretty Little Liars and Riverdale.
* Zoe Sugg (Zoella) is the UK’s most-watched female vlogger, with over 10 million  
 subscribers. Her previous fiction series, Girl Online, has sold 1.6 million copies   
 worldwide.

DESCRIPTION
Audrey and Ivy, determined to bring 
their fellow student Lola Radcliffe’s 
killer to justice, find themselves in the 
middle of another mystery when a friend 
disappears in suspicious circumstances.
 
Their only clue is a mysterious card left 
by the enigmatic Magpie Society. With 
time running out and the police baffled, 
Audrey and Ivy must delve deeper than 
ever into the dark secrets that their 
school is hiding.

But someone is playing a deadly game. 
And to beat them, Audrey and Ivy have 
to start rewriting the rules . . .

Zoe Sugg  is a vlogger from 
Brighton, UK. Her beauty, 
fashion and lifestyle vlogs have 
gained her millions of YouTube 

subscribers. She won the 2011 Cosmopolitan 
Blog Award for Best Established Beauty Blog.

Amy McCulloch is a thirty-something 
Chinese-White author, born in the UK and 
raised in Canada, currently based in London, 
UK. She previously worked as Editorial 
Director at a leading children’s publisher.

OTHER BOOKS 
IN THE SERIES:
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THE MINISTRY OF 
UNLADYLIKE ACTIVITY
Robin Stevens
The start of a thrilling new World War Two 
mystery series from the number-one-best-
selling and multi-award-winning author of 
Murder Most Unladylike.

* Robin is one of the UK’s bestselling and most beloved children’s authors, with         
 over 1 million copies sold through TCM. She was the seventh biggest children’s   
 fiction author in the UK in 2020. Her Murder Most Unladylike series has won and  
 been shortlisted for numerous awards, including a British Book Award.
* This is the start of a thrilling and highly-anticipated new series set during WWII,  
 and featuring brilliant but underestimated children, wonderful friendships and  
 rivalries, twisty mystery plots, and history brought to life: perfect for fans of   
 Enola Holmes and Knives Out.
* Stars a cast of fantastic and diverse new characters, alongside the best-loved   
 faces from the Murder Most Unladylike series.

DESCRIPTION
Britain is at war, and a secret arm of the British 
government called the Ministry of Unladylike 
Activity is training up spies. 

Ten-year-old May Wong – courageous, stubborn, smart – 
 is desperate to enlist and help end the war, so she 
can go home to Hong Kong. May knows that there 
is no one more perfect to become a spy than a child. 
So when May and her friend Eric are turned away by 
the Ministry, they take matters into their own hands. 

Masquerading as evacuees, May and Eric arrive at  
Elysium Hall, home to the wealthy Vereys, one of whom  
is suspected of passing information to Germany. May 
and Eric know if they can gather enough evidence on 
their suspect, the Ministry will have to take them on.

But there are more secrets at Elysium Hall than May 
or Eric could ever have imagined . . .

Robin was born in 
California and grew up in 
an Oxford college, across 
the road from the house 

where Alice in Wonderland lived. 
When she was twelve, her father 
handed her a copy of The Murder 
of Roger Ackroyd and she realized 
that she wanted to be either Hercule 
Poirot or Agatha Christie when she 
grew up. She studied crime fiction at 
university, and then she worked at a 
children’s publisher. Robin is now a 
full-time author. She lives in Oxford.

Age: 9–12 l Publication Date: October 2022
Extent: 352pp l Word Count: 75,000
Acquiring Editor: Natalie Doherty
Film Rights: The Bent Agency l Rights: US only 
Translation Rights: The Bent Agency
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THE WHISPERLING
Hayley Hoskins
Spooky historical middle-grade debut by 
author Hayley Hoskins, perfect for fans of 
Emma Carroll, Robin Stevens and Enola 
Holmes.

* Hayley was longlisted for the Bath Children’s Novel Award, chosen by literary   
 agent Sallyanne Sweeney.
* The Whisperling is an accomplished debut novel full of spooky mystery that will  
 make readers laugh and cry, all told by a plucky female protagonist, and through  
 an accessible historical lens.
* Author Hayley was born in the Forest of Dean and set The Whisperling in and   
 around Bristol, peppering the story with lots of fascinating south-west historical  
 references and lovely Bristolian vernacular.

DESCRIPTION
1897.

Peggy Devona is a Whisperling, someone 
who can speak with the dead. It’s a skill 
she tries to keep secret from the rest of 
her village, who fear anyone ‘different’.

But when her best friend is accused of 
murder and thrown in a Bristol gaol, Peggy 
realizes she must use her abilities to save 
Sally and solve the case. 

Away from home the plot thickens at her 
Uncle’s psychic emporium, where Peggy finds 
herself surrounded by new friends, new 
enemies, and new spirits. Who can she trust?

Peggy is running out of time, and every 
day she spends getting closer to the truth 
brings Sally a step closer to the gallows . . .

Hayley Hoskins was longlisted 
for the Bath Children’s Novel 
Award, and writes in the space 
between family and work, 

with much support from her writing group. 
Originally from the Forest of Dean, Hayley 
lives with her family and hairy breeze-block 
of a dog in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. The 
Whisperling is her debut novel.

Age: 9–12 l Publication Date: September 2022
Extent: 368pp l Word Count: 54,000
Acquiring Editor: Katie Sinfield
Film Rights: Watson Little Ltd. l Rights: US only
Translation Rights: Watson Little Ltd. 
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THE ACCIDENTAL
DIARY OF B.U.G.: SISTER ACT
Jen Carney
The third hilarious diary 
of Billie Upton Green  
by superstar  
author-illustrator 
Jen Carney. 

* Readers love The Accidental Diary of B.U.G., a hilarious and relatable series   
 perfect for fans of Tom Gates, with a warm and inclusive LGBTQ+ thread at 
 its heart.
* Billie’s first accidental diary launched in 2021 to a major marketing and PR   
 campaign, cementing Jen Carney as an unforgettable new middle-grade voice.
* Totally accessible and unisex: Billie’s voice is silly, truthful and laugh-out-loud   
 funny – her knack for turning the everyday into hilarity is what makes her   
 doodled-up jotter the perfect treat for readers. 

DESCRIPTION
There’s an exciting addition to the Upton 
Green family (and it’s not whatever Mr 
Paws has left on the living room carpet . . .). 

But getting a new little sister isn’t nearly as 
straightforward as Billie expects. Why are 
there so many rules? It’s been weeks and 
weeks, and she still hasn’t been able to 
hold the baby up at Show & Tell.

Luckily, the school musical is in full swing, 
giving Billie the perfect distraction. She just 
needs to watch out for Painy Janey, who 
has her eyes on the main part and doesn’t 
care what gets in her way . . .
 

Jen Carney is an author–
illustrator living in Lancashire 
with her wife, three children and 
an array of animals. She wrote 

her debut novel to celebrate diverse, 
contemporary and slightly bonkers families.

3-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 8+ l Publication Date:  February 2022 
Extent: 256pp Word Count: 21,000 , black-and-white 
illustrations Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones
Film Rights: Madeline Millburn Ltd. l Rights: World English 
Translation Rights: Madeline Millburn Ltd.

OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
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THE SOUL PROPHECY
Chris Bradford
The second hair-raising title in this 
explosive new series from Young 
Samurai author Chris Bradford.

* The second instalment in this unforgettable new fantasy series from Chris   
 Bradford, whose books have sold more than half a million copies worldwide.
* Genna is an unforgettable heroine: thrust into an adventure beyond her wildest  
 dreams, she must use the things she has learned in every one of her previous   
 lives – including her epic samurai skills that Chris has drawn from his lifelong   
 study of martial arts.
* Chris Bradford is famed for his amazing action-packed live events and is touring  
 widely (and virtually!) to support the new series.
* Perfect for advanced middle-grade readers, with exciting storylines and shocking  
 plot twists, accessible writing and brilliant characters.
* The perfect next series for fans of Rick Riordan and Skullduggery Pleasant.

DESCRIPTION
When Genna’s parents are murdered, the police 
put the tragedy down to a burglary gone wrong. 
But Genna knows the truth: the Soul Hunters are 
back and her nightmare is far from over. With 
home no longer safe, she flees to America to find 
Phoenix, the only one who can help her – or so she 
thinks. While searching for her Soul Protector, 
Genna meets other First Ascendants like her, and 
Soul Warriors tasked with protecting the Light. 

But the Hunters are on her trail and it’s only a 
matter of time before Genna comes face to face 
with their leader once more. For Tanas has 
miraculously incarnated into a new body, and is 
hungry for her soul. Genna must look to her past 
lives to survive. But how can she defeat Tanas 
when evil never dies?

Chris Bradford has 
trained in karate, 
kickboxing and samurai 
swordsmanship. He 

earned his black belt in Zen Kyo Shin 
Taijutsu, the secret fighting art of the 
ninja. Before writing the Young 
Samurai series, he was a professional 
musician and songwriter and has 
performed for HRH Queen Elizabeth II.

2-BOOK SERIES: 
Age: 9–12 l Publication Date: February 2022 
Extent: 384pp l Word Count: 65,000
Acquiring Editor: Emma Jones 
Film Rights: The Viney Agency l Rights: US only
Translation Rights: The Viney Agency

OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
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